Second Year blog on Infra-Red Spectroscopy: 4th May 2019
(This is a revision blog. It is merely a summary of some of the things that you need to know. Everything in this
blog can be found in the relevant Chapters of the two books.)

SUMMARY OF IR SPECTROSCOPY (ignoring Quantum Theory)
• Everything in the Universe is in constant motion. Nothing is ever absolutely static.
• The bonds between different species are in constant (differing types of) motion.
• This type of motion is termed “vibration”.
• The vibration motions that concern us here are called Stretching and Bending. In IR Chemistry, the
bonds between species are constantly Stretching and Bending. They are very often likened to
oscillating springs (although a “slinky” toy would be a better analogy in order to accommodate all the
motions that are involved).
• These bonds can absorb only very specific packets/quanta of energy, and when they do so, then
something has to change to accommodate the increased amount of energy. What changes is the
magnitude of the stretching and bending that is going on. It is the AMPLITUDE of the fluctuations of
the stretching and bending that becomes larger. Some fluctuations are symmetrical. Others are
asymmetrical.
• A dipole exists where there is a difference in electronegativity between two species. A “dipole” thus
exists when there is a separation of charge (∂) between two bonded atoms, one of which is more
electronegative than the other. (There is therefore no dipole in H2/O2/F2/Cl2/Br2/and so on). If the
distance between two bonded atoms is “l” (for bond length) then their dipole moment is calculated as
“∂ x l”.
• It is only bonds that have a dipole moment that can be altered that concern us in IR Spectroscopy.
These are bonds such as “C=C” / “C=O” / “C–H” / “C=N” / “O–H” / and many others.
• When a wave of IR electro-magnetic radiation (emr) is directed at a substance that has been positioned
in an IR Spectrometer, then some of that IR emr may be absorbed – and if any of it is absorbed then
the spectrometer will indicate that absorption has occurred and the machine will indicate what
frequency of IR emr was absorbed and how much was absorbed.
• The frequency that is absorbed is registered not as “Frequency” but as Wavenumber, and Wavenumber
is “1÷Wavelength”.
• Bonds such as “C=C” / “C=O” / “C–H” / “C=N” / “O–H” /etc absorb IR emr of differing frequencies
or wavenumbers and thus an IR Spectroscope can identify the type of bond by the frequency of
the IR emr that has been absorbed.

IR Spectroscopy is all about the attempt to identify different bonds.
(Someone who is an expert in the field of IR Spectroscopy can identify whole substances from an
IR spectrograph/spectrogram. An ‘A’ Level student does not have enough experience to be able to do so.
The best that she/he can do is to identify certain bonds in certain situations. That is all that is expected
of you.)
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The Module of Chemistry that contains the topic Mass Spectrometry is called “Modern Analytical
Techniques” and was formerly called “Methods of Analysis and Detection”.

The Section “Modern Analytical Techniques” thus introduces ‘A’ Level students to Mass Spectroscopy/
IR Spectroscopy/NMR Spectroscopy/Chromatography/Electrophoresis/DNA Analysis/etc to make them
aware of how the Chemistry that they have learnt can be and is being used.
However, just in case you are beginning to feel a bit lost in this Section on Modern Analytical
Techniques, let me give you a context for what the examiners are trying to do. (ESR = Electron Spin
Resonance.)

NMR Spectroscopy

IR Spectroscopy
Absorption Spectroscopy

Source: Process NMR Associates

IR Spectroscopy (IRS) identifies the type of bonds (such as “C=C” / “C=O” / “C–H” / “C=N” / “O–H”)
that exist in a substance that is being analysed by IRS.
For UK ‘A’ Level purposes I am going to tackle this topic in four different Sections
A The theoretical concepts behind the science
Section (A) is a bit tricky. Sections B/C/D are easy.
B The equipment that is used
C How IR Spectroscopy is used
D An analysis of some typical IR Spectrographs, and
in the Appendix there will be some notes on electro-magnetic radiation (emr).
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Section A) The theoretical concepts behind the science (ignoring Quantum Theory)
If there were no bonds in a molecule, then there would be no molecules because all the different constituents of
the molecule would just fly apart. (In fact, if there were no bonds there would be no Universe as we know it!)
If two or more atoms stay together, then there must be something that holds them together. The forces of
attraction inside a molecule are called intra-molecular bonds, while the forces of attraction that hold
molecules together are called inter-molecular forces of attraction (because they are not ‘bonds’ in the strict
sense of being held together by one or more pair(s) of bonding electrons, and instead they are just weakish
forces of attraction).1
Everything in the Universe is in constant motion of some sort. All atoms and molecules are constantly in
motion – they vibrate/they spin/they align themselves (as in NMR Spectroscopy) with or in opposition to
magnetic fields/and they dash hither and thither. They never stand still!2 The study of the energy that
determines Motion in matter is called the Kinetic Theory of Matter.
In Chemistry the sorts of motion with which we are concerned are
• Translational motion3 (movement from one location to another)
• Vibrational motion (small back and forth movements of solid particles affected by IR energy), and
• Rotational motion viz. the spinning motion of solid particles (as in NMR/MRI spectroscopy).

The total Kinetic Energy (KEtotal) in a molecule is composed of
KETotal = KETranslational + KEVibrational + KERotational
Everything in the Universe has energy, and if something were to have ‘zero’ energy, then its temperature
would be absolute “0” Kelvin4. I am under the impression that (unless you want to enter the realms of
Quantum Mechanics, then) nothing in the Universe has absolute ‘zero’ energy i.e. nothing is at 0K.

When is emr absorbed/What sort of emr will be absorbed?
Vibrational motion absorbs emr of Infra-Red (IR) frequency, and it is only those bonds where there is a
dipole moment5 that is capable of being altered, that absorb such IR radiation. The amounts of energy
absorbed are very specific amounts of energy that relate to a specific type of change in motion of that
particular bond. It is only if the frequency of the radiation matches the vibrational frequency of the bond,
only then will the radiation be absorbed thus causing a change in the amplitude of the molecular vibration.
The distances between the two nuclei in a pair of bonded species will be determined by the amount of
kinetic energy that the bond possesses.
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It is possible to have an inter-molecular force of attraction that is stronger than an intra-molecular bond, but I am
currently talking purely in generalities and not in specifics.
2
Except at a temperature of Absolute Zero.
3
I accept that it is a funny name, and it has nothing whatsoever to do with translating from one language to another.
It is possibly a derivation from the Latin words “trans” (on the other side) and “locus” (place) .
4
The word “absolute” is being used here as a noun and not as an adjective nor as an adverb.
5
A “dipole” exists when there is a separation of charge (∂) between two bonded atoms, one of which is more
electronegative than the other. (There is therefore no dipole in H2/O2/F2/Cl2/Br2/and so on). If the distance between
two bonded atoms is “l” (for bond length) then their dipole moment is calculated as “∂ x l”.
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The absorbed IR radiation will cause a bond to stretch (symmetrically or asymmetrically) along its bond
length, or else its bond angle will be altered, and this movement is called “bending”! Stretching and
Bending are just two of the motions that are termed ‘vibrational motion’. Other forms include “Wagging”,
“Twisting”, “Scissoring” and “Rocking”. At ‘A’ Level you need to know mainly about the Stretching
that is occasioned by IR emr of 1600-5000 cm–1 Wavenumber (this being known as the Functional
Group region) and which is described by the motions in blue below. You also need to know about
the Bending that occurs in the 600-1600 cm–1 region (and this is called the Fingerprint Region).
IRS is so complicated that you can never be asked a difficult question on this topic.

Source: Michigan State University
When two bonded atoms that have a dipole moment absorb Infra-Red (IR) radiation, then they will have a
larger amount of energy than they previously had. Something has to adjust to accommodate this change,
and therefore the fluctuations of the bond length and the bond angles will increase. The fluctuations get
larger. The fluctuations may be symmetrical or asymmetrical, and this will therefore allow IR of four
different wavelengths to be absorbed viz.
• symmetrical stretching of a bond length
• asymmetrical stretching of a bond length
• symmetrical changing/stretching of a bond angle
• asymmetrical changing/stretching of a bond angle
but, (for reasons that I will not discuss here), four different absorptions of emr may in fact not be
registered.
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When IR emr is directed at a substance that is being analysed, then it is capable of absorbing specific
quanta of energy from that emr, provided that certain conditions are met viz.
a) where a molecule has a requisite bond that has a dipole moment (such as “C=O” / “O–H” / “C=C” /
“C–H” / “C=N” / etc), and
b) the emr contains the specific quantum or quanta of energy that will “excite” the bond or bonds6 under
consideration. The IR energy will contain emr of more than one frequency and thus more than one
bond can be (and is) excited at any one time.
IR Spectroscopy is used to identify mainly Functional Groups. In contrast, NMR active nuclei7 (such as
1
H / 13C / 15N / 31P / etc) that have a magnetic moment, absorb emr at radio frequency wavelengths (rfw)
– and it is this that allows the identification of the species that is/are being analysed8.
I will write a Blog on NMR Spectroscopy next week, but in the meantime NMR Spectroscopy is
described in great detail in Chapter 3 of the Second Year, Modern Analytical Techniques book. The scan
below is an NMR/MRI scan of my nephew’s back.

<–– The small black protrusion between
two of his vertebrae is a ‘prolapsed’ or
‘slipped’ disc. This is what a radiographer
would see on an NMR/MRI scan. My
nephew’s disc causes him great pain. I
have two slipped discs, and mine cause me
no pain whatsoever because they are not
pressing into my spinal chord.
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Different quanta of energy will excite different bonds.
I will explain what this means shortly.
8
NMR is used to ascertain the structure mainly of Organic substances, and (in the form of MRI scans) an MRI
machine can take a three-dimensional ‘photograph’ of an animal (human or otherwise), and it is thus of enormous
importance medically. There are many other sorts of scans.
7
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Section B) The equipment that is used: Spectrometer and resulting Spectrograph/Spectrogram

The AQA exam board says this of Infra-red spectrometers (the details of how a sample has to be prepared
before insertion in the spectrometer are in the footnotes).
(An) IR spectrometer consists of a variable wavelength IR source whose beam is split by mirrors into two
parallel beams. One beam passes through the sample, which is usually a liquid, or a mixture of a
hydrocarbon ‘solvent’ (“Nujol”) and a finely powdered sample of the substance that is being analysed,
smeared between two discs of potassium chloride.9 The second, reference (or comparative) beam just
passes through some empty potassium chloride discs. Both beams then pass to the analyser, which, by the
difference in intensity between the two beams, produces an output of frequency against radiation
absorbed. When this is displayed as a graph, it is known as an IR spectrum (or an IR Spectrograph or an
IR Spectrogram).

Source: chemhume
The ‘wavelength’ of any emr: is the distance between the peaks of (or the troughs of) two successive
waves of an electro-magnetic transmission. The wavelength in IR Spectroscopy is very small and is
measured in microns or micrometres: 1 µm = 1 x 10–6 m or 1 µm = (1 ÷ 1,000,000) metres
(one millionth of a metre) .
A centimetre is (1 ÷ 100) metres, therefore 1 cm = 10,000 µm.
Wavenumber = (1 ÷ Wavelength), therefore the unit for Wavenumber is cm–1 .
The unit for Wavelength is “µm” and the unit for Wavenumber is “cm–1” .
In an IR Spectrograph, the emr is expressed not in Wavelength, but in Wavenumber, and the
Wavenumber is shown on the x-axis. Please remember that the unit for Wavenumber is “cm–1”.
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A solid sample of the substance to be analysed is powdered and then mixed with a few drops of a paraffin oil
called “Nujol”. The resulting mixture can then be smeared between two translucent discs made not of glass but of
Sodium or Potassium Chloride. Glass discs would interfere with the IR spectrum whereas Nujol / Sodium Chloride
/ Potassium Chloride have known IR spectra that a computer can be programmed to allow for.
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Wavenumber: Wavenumber = the inverse of Wavelength. For UK ‘A’ Level purposes you are not
required to know why10, but in IR Spectroscopy emr is measured not by its wavelength but by its
Wavenumber, and Wavenumber = 1 ÷ Wavelength , and the unit for Wavenumber would therefore be
the inverse of the unit for Wavelength ( “1 ÷ cm” = cm–1).
The y-axis on an IR Spectrograph measures something called ‘Transmittance’. If a particular
Wavelength of emr has been fully absorbed (100% absorbed) then none of it will have been transmitted
(it will have 0% transmittance). In contrast, if none of the emr at that particular Wavelength has been
absorbed then it will have a 100% transmittance. ‘Transmittance’ is merely the opposite of
‘Absorbance’: T % = (100 – A) % .
I show you below a typical IR Spectrograph (but we will talk more about IR Spectrographs in a minute).
The spectrograph / spectrogram below is for Formaldehyde, H–CHO. (The molecule is an Aldehyde / it is
an Organic molecule that has just one Carbon atom / therefore its IUPAC name is “Methanal”.

Source” Michigan State University.
(Ignore the scissoring/wagging/ and rocking. Just concentrate on the three stretching movements.)
Can you see that “Transmission” is shown on the y-axis, and the x-axis is in “cm–1”. In the UK we do not
label the x-axis as “Frequency”. We label it as “Wavenumber” whose unit is “cm–1”.
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You do not need to know this, but if you are doing ‘A’ Level Physics, then the University of Missouri, St Louis
says that “To convert wavelength to frequency we need to multiply the speed of light by the reciprocal of
wavelength. Since the speed of light is a universal constant, the curious convention of simply using the reciprocal of
wavelength has evolved. Thus a peak at 5 m would be expressed as 1/(5x10-4 cm) or 2000 cm-1. You will note that
2000 cm-1 is not a true frequency. A true frequency would have units of cycles/sec. To convert 2000 cm-1 to a true
frequency one would need to multiply by the speed of light (cm/sec). However, 2000 cm-1 is proportional to
frequency and this is how frequency units in infrared spectroscopy are expressed”. This is not at all relevant for ‘A’
Level Chemists.
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Section C) The usage of IR Spectroscopy (IRS)

I have talked about the theory that underlies IRS, and described the basics of the machine that is used and
the resulting graphs that are produced. The next thing to tackle is the usage of IRS.
For the analysis of Organic substances, we use machines that direct pulses of infra-red (IR) radiation11 at
the substance that is being analysed, and then the radiation that passes through (i.e. the radiation that is
“transmitted” and thus not absorbed by12) the substance is recorded and analysed. However, as the infrared radiation passes through the substance, different Functional Groups in the substance will absorb
differing amounts of infra-red radiation at differing wavelengths – and since Chemists know which
Functional Groups absorb exactly which bits of the infra-red waveband, then (merely by analysing the
bits of the infra-red waveband that the molecule has absorbed) it is relatively easy to say which
Functional Groups are present in any particular Carbon compound.
In reality, the analysis of IR spectrographs is extraordinarily skilled work – but, luckily, all that you need
to know is how to recognise the presence of the following Functional Groups in a Carbon compound
- an Hydroxy Group viz. one that has an “O–H” group bonded to a C atom
- a Carbonyl compound viz. one that has a “C=O” bond in it, and
- a Carboxylic Acid viz. one that contains BOTH of the Functional Groups above on the same C atom.
The IR spectrographs that you will be given to analyse will have Wavenumber (i.e. the inverse of
Wavelength) on the X-axis, and the amount of the IR radiation that has gone through the substance (i.e.
the “Transmittance”) on the Y-axis. The y-axis starts at “zero” Transmittance (i.e. 100% Absorbance) and
gets larger as it goes upwards, therefore the more IR radiation that the substance has absorbed, the bigger
will be the downward spike on the graph.
However, one thing that you must be aware of is that different Functional Groups have different
spectrographs when they are in different molecular combinations. For example, the “O–H” group has one
definitive spectrograph in an Alcohol, but it will have a different one in a Carboxylic Acid! You just have
to learn to recognise the different spectrographs e.g. below are the IR spectrographs of ethanol and
butanone, but do not worry too much about them because you will NOT be tested on IR spectrographs in
any great detail in your ‘A’ Level exams. Just look at these graphs and note the comments in red.

Source : University of Colorado.
11
12

of wavelength 2.5 x 10-4 right up to 1.5 x 10-3.
If “Transmittance “ = 100%, then Absorption = 0%, and vice versa.
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If I wanted to identify an Organic Substance, then there are many analyses that I could perform on it. One
of the things that I could do is to subject it to IR Spectroscopy, and that could tell me what bonds the
substance possessed. That is all that IRS can do. IRS cannot identify the substance. It can merely
identify the sort of bonds that are possessed by the substance. Were we to have other useful information,
then we might identify the substance, but at ‘A’ Level that is all that we would know definitively.
However, just as there are detectives who are so expert in their field that they can identify a criminal from
his photograph, so also there are people who are so expert in IRS that they can take one look at an IR
Spectrogram and say with utter certainty “That is XYZ” – but there is no way that an ‘A’ Level student
could do so.
OK, so what can an examiner do with regard to this topic?

Section D) An analysis of some typical IR Spectrographs

The most common way that IRS is tested in the UK ‘A’ Level exams is to provide an incomplete set of
information about one or more substances, and then complement this information with one or more IR
Spectrographs – and then require the examinee to identify the substance or substances.
Please remember that the examiners are not going to ask you the same question year after year. That
would make the exam far too easy. The most useful thing that you can do therefore is to go through exam
paper after exam paper practising answering question after the question. I do not know what they are
going to ask of you in the year that you do your final exams, therefore all that I can do is to give you the
sort of question that they might ask.
In the exam you will be given a data sheet headed “Spectroscopy”, and on it you will see that
Wavenumber cm-1
(= the inverse of ‘wavelength’)
• C–O bonds in Alcohols/Ethers/Esters
have a characteristic absorption at 1000–1300
• C=O bonds in Aldehydes/Ketones/Acids
have a characteristic absorption at 1680–1750
• O–H bonds in Acids
have a characteristic absorption at 2500–3000
• O–H bonds in Alcohols/Phenols
have a characteristic absorption at 3250–3550
The infra-red spectrographs that I give you on the next page are from a past OCR exam paper (in order
that in the exam you will recognise which spectrograph indicates which Functional Group). Please note
that (i) because the Wavenumber is the inverse of the Wavelength, the numbers on the x-axis diminish as
you go from left to right, and that (ii) because Transmittance is the complement of Absorbance, it is the
downward spikes at characteristic values that identify the different Functional Groups!
The examiners could easily and justifiably combine different parts of the Syllabus, and give you the
Spectrographs of Ethanol/Ethanal/and Ethanoic Acid, and I have therefore deliberately chosen these
spectrographs to show you on the next page.
The examiners will not always ask you to recognise Ethanol/Ethanal/and Ethanoic Acid. They could
easily give you Propanol/Propanal/and Propanoic Acid – but the principles involved will be the same.
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This one is the Alcohol
there is a “C–O” spike is at 1,050, and
whilst it does have an "O–H" spike, it
has no big bottom “O–H” spike at
around 3,000.

This is the Aldehyde
There is a “C=O” spike at 1,750 and no
“O–H” spike at all. (Aldehydes have a
“C–H” but no “C–OH” bond. It is
Alcohols that have an “C–OH” bond.)

This is the Acid
There is a “C=O” spike at 1,750 and a
big bottom “O–H” spike at around
3,000.
NB If you cannot recognise the
molecular structure of different
substances (i.e. which have double
bonds/etc), then you would not be able
to answer this question.

• From an IRS you must be able to recognise the characteristic spikes13 for
•
an O-H bond that is not a part of an acid (i.e. not part of a COOH group)
•
an O-H bond that is part of an acid
•
a C–O bond, and
•
a C=O bond.

13

A “spike” is the inverse of a peak.
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The graphs on page 10 are taken from a past OCR exam paper (and examinees were required to be able to
recognise Ethanol/Ethanal/and Ethanoic Acid from the graphs).
1) The first graph has a small bottom between 3,000 and 3,5000 therefore it is not an acid. Compare this
bottom to the size of the bottom in the third graph (which is an acid) and you will see the difference. If
the first graph is not that of an acid, then (from the choices given in the question) it has to be either an
Alcohol or an Aldehyde.
2) There is a C single bond O (“C–O”) spike at about 1,050 and, since an Aldehyde does not have a
“C–O” bond but has a “C=O” bond and a “C–H” bond, then the first graph must be that of an Alcohol.
3) The second graph has a “C=O” spike at about 1,750 and it has no “O–H” spike at around 3,000 to
3,500 therefore the graph must be that of the Aldehyde.
4) The third graph has the big bottom “O–H” spike of an acid, and it also has the “C=O” spike at 1,750
therefore it must be that of the Acid.
It does not matter what the textbooks might tell you (nor indeed how easy it looks on CSI Miami or
whatever), the reality is that the interpretation of IR graphs is VERY complicated and it takes a long time
to master the interpretation of these graphs – therefore it is impossible for the examiners to set you a
difficult question to answer regarding such graphs. At this stage of your understanding of Chemistry you
are not a forensic scientist, therefore the examiners can set you nothing but easy questions to answer!
Therefore, don’t worry about these graphs. Learn what you need to know and then use your brains in the
exams and you will score high marks!

If you are interested, you can find an enormous amount of data about different substances at the
US National Institute of Standards and Technology
http://webbook.nist.gov/cgi/cbook.cgi?ID=C64197&Type=IR-SPEC&Index=2
and I have taken the next three graphs from there
Ethanol
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Ethanal = Acetaldehyde

Ethanoic Acid = Acetic Acid

You can see the “big bum” in the ethanoic acid that the Ethanal does not have.
• You are not expected to know much more than that about IR spectrometry at ‘A’ Level.
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APPENDIX
I hope that you know enough GCSE Physics to know that “white” light contains the seven basic colours
of the spectrum (viz. Red/Orange/Yellow/Green/Blue/Indigo/and Violet), and the visible part of the emr
spectrum is only a very tiny part of the whole range of emr – and that each of these colours is the
perception that registers in the brain when a particular band of electro-magnetic radiation enters the eye,
and that there are many other forms of electro-magnetic radiation (or electro-magnetic waves) that are not
visible to the human eye e.g. infra-red waves. Emr of IR frequency has a slightly lower Frequency than
visible red emr.
NB The shorter the wavelength, the greater the amount of energy that there will be in a particular emr
and the more damaging will it therefore be to an animal (and human beings are just one sort of
animal). X-rays are therefore highly dangerous but radio-waves are not.

<––

VERY SHORT WAVELENGTHS

VERY LONG WAVELENGTHS ––>
1Hz is one cycle per second,
and ‘n’ is the Greek letter “nu”.

The Greek letter ‘l’ is pronounced “lambda”.

For example, when you go to have a broken limb X-rayed in a hospital, the machine is sending a brief
pulse of a particular waveband of electro-magnetic radiation (viz. X-rays) through your body. Equally, the
burglar alarm detectors that you have in your house pick up the infra-red waveband emissions that human
beings give off. “Infra-red” is a bastardised English and Latin combination of words to mean “below the
red” waveband; and, “ultra-violet” is another combination of Latin and English words to mean “beyond”
or in this case “on the other side of the violet” waveband.
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NASA gives the following table

In electromagnetic radiation, Energy is related to frequency (emr) by the equation E = h . f
and since f = c ÷ l , then E = (hc) ÷ l .
Here ‘h’ is Planck’s constant, ‘l’ (the Greek character
pronounced “lamda”) is the wavelength of the emr, ‘f’ is the frequency of the wave, and ‘c’ is the speed
of light. The longer the wavelength of the emr, the less energy will there be in it.
Infrared is a form of radiation that can travel through a vacuum while heat is associated with the motion
and kinetic energy of molecules. The concept of heat in a vacuum has no meaning because of the lack of
molecules and molecular motion.
EMR or emr (Electro-Magnetic Radiation) is a form of energy and it is a manifestation of two coexisting fields: an electric field and a magnetic field. Wikipedia gives the following illustration

and says
The electromagnetic waves that constitute electromagnetic radiation can be imagined as a selfpropagating transverse oscillating wave of electric and magnetic fields. This diagram shows a plane
linearly polarized EMR wave propagating from left to right (X axis). The electric field is in a vertical
plane (Z axis) and the magnetic field (is) in a horizontal plane (Y axis). The electric and magnetic
fields in EMR waves are always in phase and at 90 degrees to each other.
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The following is only a single snapshot from the interactive demonstration (which you can
interrogate/manipulate) on the RSC’s website at http://www.rsc.org/learnchemistry/collections/spectroscopy/Content/FileRepository/Spectrascopy/Electromagnetic_radiation_1.swf

Some sorts of waves (such as sound) require a transmitting medium, but emr does not require any such
means of propagation. EMR can travel through a vacuum – and indeed does travel through the near
vacuum that is “space”.
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